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In the Lord’s Prayer, one version reads, “Save us
from the time of trial.” This year seems to be one
filled with trials: threats to our health, economic
threats, threats to the people with love, and so forth.
As we face our times of trial, whether the trials are
justified or, as in the case of the pandemic, simply
part of the world we live in, it is good to remember
this moment in Jesus’ life. Even living a perfectly
sinless life, he did not escape the judgment of his own
people and of the authorities. But we understand that
this is the moment for which he was prepared -- it
was a necessary part of the work he had been sent to
do. Jesus will most certainly suffer in the following
hours, but his condemnation we understand as being
part of his saving work for us. Pilate condemned
Jesus to be crucified, but it was for us that he chose to
suffer death. His condemnation led to our reprieve
and forgiveness.

II
II Jesus takes up his cross
The Cross that was laid up on Jesus’ shoulders was
placed there by the Roman authorities who could not
deal with anyone offering an alternative to their
empire. Jesus willingly carries his own Cross,
because it is the price and the means of being the
Savior. Only Jesus could carry the Cross and give his
blood for our Salvation. But we can pick up our cross
daily as he called us to do, and continue his work
upbringing God’s Kingdom in the knowledge of it to
our own time.
Lord Jesus, as you bore your Cross to the place of
your death for us, give us strength to bear own
crosses and to face the tribulations of this life. You
did not reject the weight of the beam upon which you
bore the weight of the world’s sin; help us to accept
the burdens we are given, especially in bearing your
gospel to the world.
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III Jesus falls the first time
Jesus falls under the weight of the Cross, because his
human frame so wasted and exhausted that his
strength momentarily fails him. When we fall come
under the weight of the burdens we bear or under the
pressure from my own weaknesses, we look to Jesus
to give us strength and to help us stand again. In
Jesus humiliation, find a companion in our own
shame. Therefore, anytime we fall, we look to be
raised up by the one who gave his life for us.
Lord Jesus, you bear the marks of the beatings you
have suffered and wear the crown of thorns given to
mock your majesty. Let me always be mindful of
your suffering on my behalf, and whenever I fall, lift
me up by your grace to walk beside you in the way of
life.

IV Jesus meets his grieving mother
Jesus, on his way to his death, meets his mother-what a moment of meeting that must have been!
Bearing the weight of the Cross, Jesus’ own suffering
must have been intensified to see his mother on his
way in path of pain. Perhaps Mary herself wondered
whether this was what the angel had promised those
years before. And even today, on our own borders
and in places throughout the world, mothers morn
their children who suffer at the hands of authorities
and whose fate will be decided, not by compassion or
by maternal love, but by the same cruel dictates
which condemned Mary’s child to death.

V The cross is laid on Simon of Cyrene
When the soldiers of your execution group feared that
you might not last to reach Golgotha and be crucified,
they forced this African to carry the Cross for you.
Not for the last time were Africans forced to do the
dirty work of conquerors!
What were you thinking, Simon of Cyrene, when you
came to the street corner that morning? Did you know
that you would be forced into service and carry
someone’s cross out to the place of execution? Were
you there on the sidelines, wondering what to do
when the hands of fate lead you to Jesus’ side to
share his burden?
Give us grace, Lord Christ, to accept all aspects of
your Cross and to carry it to its appointed end.
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VI A woman wipes the face of Jesus
The image of your passion and suffering sears our
imagination and our hearts! All that we can offer is
to be present as witnesses to your self-giving love and
reach out to touch you, perhaps wiping the sweat
from your brow as you rest for a moment from your
labors to die for us. We cannot do anything for you
that begins to compare to your gift of redemption to
us, but if, in our lives, we can present to the world,
that may be enough.
The inclusion of the woman who wipes Jesus’ brow
is perhaps a memory that was cherished because the
reality of Jesus’ passion is too overwhelming in its
full reality. We can only look at the struggling,
sweating, bruised and bleeding figure marching to his
death for so long. We need a moment when, in the
person of this compassionate woman, we decide to
step in and offer even the tiniest of comforts.

VII Jesus falls a second time
Jesus falls the second time. Our hearts go out to him,
and yet we cannot make him stand. Bearing the
weight of the world upon his shoulders, he trudges
towards the place of his death and our redemption.
What courage it must've taken not to just lie there in
the street, but to rouse himself and take the next step!
God grant us the courage to take the next step in our
journeys, and if we fall, may the strength of Jesus
raise us up.

VIII Jesus meets the women of Jerusalem
Women on the sidelines weep for the Man of
Sorrows. Yet, seeing what is to befall them in the
doomed Jerusalem, he tells them to turn their lament
to their own case. Though you women had
compassion for him in his hour of pain, still greater
was his heart’s love that even in that hour, he could
go beyond his own pain to feel the pain of others.
Give us merciful and compassionate hearts, God, so
that even in the midst of our own sorrows and
distress, we may still feel the sufferings of others and
reach out to them in love.

IX Jesus falls a third time
Every step on the road to the Cross must have been
excruciating in its pain. The weary Jesus, his body
weakened from beating and bruises, falls yet again
and is driven to the earth. What strength of love for
this cruel world raised him to continue that journey
for our salvation? Only by the power of God and
God's strengthening could our Lord have arisen and
set his face towards his execution.
Whenever I am weak, falter, or fall, Lord Christ, raise
me up strength to me with your love.

X Jesus is stripped of his garments
Only during the savage mockery at the hands of the
soldiers did Jesus wear glorious apparel. Now, even
his humble homespun garment, with fringes that
represent prayer and the stains of his blood and
sweat, is taken from him as spoils for his
executioners. In a final act of humiliation, battered
and bruised, his naked frame is exposed to everyone
in the public square.
Wherever human dignity is stripped away from any
people, remember that the stripped and exposed
Christ is beside you and shares your humiliation and
love.

XI Jesus is nailed to the cross
In Detroit, during the course of an interfaith public
enactment of the Stations of the Cross, the crowd of
clergy and lay people stopped outside a known drug
house. As they read aloud of Jesus' flesh being
pierced by the nails, they prayed for those inside who
bore the marks of many needles on their arms. As
Christ's body was fixed to the Cross of torture, so
they understood how addicts’ bodies are bound to the
instruments by which they get their fix. The
Crucifixion goes on for many people in the crosses
they bear may only be fully understood with
compassion by the crucified one himself.

XII Jesus dies on the cross
Word cannot truly express what we feel in our hearts
as Christ breathes his last before us. His suffering has
been too vast; his gift of love too precious, bought as
it was by his own innocent blood.
As we are tied to Christ both in life and death by our
baptism and our faith, grant us precious Savior that in
the hour of our death, we to may commit our spirits to
you in peace and surrender our lives faithfully to your
loving embrace.

XIII Jesus’ body is laid in the arms of his mother
What greater sorrow may exist and to have our own
child die before us? At this moment, after all the
torment and struggle, all that remained was to care for
the dead body of Mary's son, John's leader, and the
apparently vanquished hopes of all who had once
shouted, “Hosanna!” Our human eyes see the broken
and lifeless human body Jesus after its terrible ordeal.
Only with the eyes of faith, at the dawning of the
third day, could anyone have guessed that death had
not utter the final word.

XIV Jesus is laid in the tomb
Could anyone who saw the crucifixion of Jesus, or
heard his anguished cries, or watched as his blood
flowed forth from his body have guessed this to be
anything of the final defeat of their hopes and dreams
which he had inspired? Yet God, whose plan Jesus
had followed to its bitter human end, still has the final
word—and that word is life which gives life to us all.

Reflections written by the Rev. Dr. Bill Hale, 2020
To learn more about the Stations of the Cross - including their history and practice, see:
Praying the Stations of the Cross – Finding Hope in a Weary Land,
by Katherine Sonderegger & Margaret Adams Parker
(Eerdmans Publishing, 2019.)
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